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Abstract: Transparent nano-ceramics have an important high-transmittance, material-integrating
structure and function and a variety of potential applications, such as use in infrared windows,
optical isolators, composite armors, intelligent terminal screens, and key materials of solid-state
lasers. Transparent ceramics were originally developed to replace single crystals because of their
low fabricating cost, controllable shape, and variable composition. Therefore, this study reviews and
summarizes the development trends in transparent nano-ceramics and their potential applications.
First, we review the research progress and application of laser nano-ceramic materials, focusing on
the influence of controllable doping of rare earth ions on thermal conductivity and the realization of
large-scale fabrication technology. Second, the latest research progress on magneto-optical transparent
nano-ceramics, mainly including terbium gallium garnet (Tb3Ga5O12, TGG) ceramics and terbium
aluminum garnet (Tb3Al5O12, TAG) ceramics, are summarized, and their performance is compared.
Third, the research progress of transparent armor nano-ceramic materials, represented by MgAl2O3

and Aluminum oxynitride (AlON), are reviewed. Lastly, the progress in electro-optical transparent
nano-ceramics and scintillation transparent nano-ceramics is reported, and the influence of the
material-fabrication process on electro-optic effect or luminous intensity is compared. Moreover, the
effect of particle diameter on fabrication, the relationship between nano powder and performance, and
different sintering methods are discussed. In summary, this study provides a meaningful reference
for low-cost and sustainable production in the future.

Keywords: transparent nano-ceramics; nano powder; microstructure; optical transmittance; IR
transmittance; magneto-optical material; mechanical strength; preparation method

1. Introduction

Transparent materials are essential for human beings. Advanced transparent mate-
rials have gradually replaced traditional materials, namely glass, for relevant technical
applications where conventional materials are not applicable. Traditional transparent
materials include glass, polymer, and alkali metal hydride, which have weak mechanical
strength and unstable chemical properties [1]. Optical transparency may also be seen in
single crystals of several inorganic materials. They are more stable and robust than typical
materials. Single crystal growth, on the other hand, is frequently referred to as “growth”
since it is primarily governed by rather slow thermodynamic processes. In addition, the
single crystal with large growth is often challenging, especially for oxide materials with
a high melting point, and the single crystal during growth cannot be used directly [2].
With the rapid development of nanomaterial technology, the preparation of high-purity
nano powder can be realized [3–5]. The optimization of raw material powder promotes the
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densification process of transparent nano-ceramics, reduces the impurity content, and is a
great breakthrough in the optical quality and various properties of ceramics.

Because ceramic is an inorganic polycrystalline material, it generally does not have
transparency. This is because there are a lot of defects, such as pores and impurities in the
ceramic, which cause scattering and refraction loss to the light incident into the ceramic
so that the incident light cannot pass through the ceramic. Figure 1 demonstrates the
schematic light transmission phenomena in a polycrystalline ceramic, which has more
light scattering sources than a single crystal, such as grain boundaries, pores, impurities,
and birefringence [6]. Initially, the incident intensity (I0) of light depends on the surface
roughness and is composed of diffuse reflection (RD) and diffuse transmission (IDT). In ad-
dition, a certain amount of light is reflected on each surface of the material through specular
reflection (RT). Light passing through polycrystalline materials can also interact with pores
(residual pore scattering), grain boundaries (second phase scattering), impurities (inclusion
absorption or scattering), and birefringence (birefringence of the non-cubic phase) [6]. The
main factors affecting the optical quality of ceramics are light absorption, scattering of
pores and the second phase, grain boundary reflection and refraction (birefringence), grain
boundary scattering, and light scattering caused by surface roughness. Based on the above
factors, the transmittance of ceramics can be calculated by Equation (1):

I
I0

= (1 − R)2e−mx (1)

where I0 is the incident intensity of light, I is the transmitted intensity of light, m is the light
absorption coefficient, x is the sample thickness, and R is the light reflectivity [7]. The light
absorption coefficient m can be given by Equation (2),

m = α + Sim + Sop (2)

where α is the absorption coefficient of electron transition, Sim is the scattering caused by
structural heterogeneity (e.g., pores, second phase), and Sop is the scattering caused by
optical anisotropy (e.g., hexagonal system and other non-cubic systems).
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According to Equations (1) and (2), the necessary conditions for preparing high-quality
transparent nano-ceramics are [8]:

(1) High relative density and residual porosity less than 0.01%;
(2) No optical anisotropy;
(3) The grain boundary is free of impurities and second phase;
(4) The selective absorption of the crystal to the incident light is small;
(5) The surface is flat and has low roughness.

Therefore, polycrystalline transparent nano-ceramics with excellent optical properties
can be fabricated by using high-purity raw material powder [9,10], especially the applica-
tion of nano powder, reducing impurities and eliminating pores through certain processes,
and reducing scattering caused by surface roughness through polishing and other means.

Compared with common optical function transparent single crystal or glass materials,
transparent nano-ceramic materials have obvious advantages in their optical function
effect, mechanical and thermal properties, low cost, and large size (compared with single
crystal materials). At the same time, being ceramic materials, they have high strength
and hardness, high-temperature resistance, and corrosion resistance, which are better than
general optical materials [11]. With the improvement of the performance of transparent
nano-ceramics, therefore, their functional applications have also been further developed.
Research in many fields is gradually becoming commercialized, and the market potential is
larger in the future. For example, transparent nano-ceramics have been used in laser gain
media, transparent armor, aerospace windows, solid-state lighting, magneto-optic material,
and other fields [2,11], as shown in Figure 2.
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In this study, published literature was selected from databases such as Web of Science,
Google Scholar, CNKI, and the Engineering Index, as well as publishers’ databases, such
as Elsevier, IEEE Xplore, and Springer. A total of nearly 130 related documents were
collected, and 100 documents are reviewed and cited in this study. This literature cov-
ers the applications of transparent nano-ceramics. Among them, Web of Science, IEEE
Xplore, and other academic databases are rich in literature with a wide range of research.
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There are also many excellent Chinese journals and dissertations in the research results
included by CNKI, so we also chose a small number of classic Chinese journals. Nano
powder, microstructure, and preparation methods are all the key points that need to be
considered in the study of transparent nano-ceramics. Therefore, when searching liter-
ature, keywords related to transparent nano-ceramics (such as “nano-ceramics”, “nano
powder”, “microstructure”, and “preparation method”) and keywords related to material
properties (such as “optical transmittance”, “IR transmittance”, “magneto-optical material”,
and “mechanical strength”) were used. Categories and application areas of nanomaterials
(e.g., “magneto-optical transparent nano-ceramics”, “armor transparent nano-ceramics”,
“electro-optical transparent nano-ceramics”, and “scintillation transparent nano-ceramics”)
were also indexed.

Then, this review summarizes the different applications of transparent nano-ceramics,
mainly including laser transparent nano-ceramics, magneto-optical transparent nano-
ceramics, transparent armor nano-ceramics, electro-optical transparent nano-ceramics,
and scintillation transparent nano-ceramics. Section 2 reviews the research progress of
transparent nano-ceramics in solid-state laser applications, focusing on the influence of
the controllable doping of rare earth ions on their performance and the realization of
large-scale fabrication technology. In Section 3, we summarize the latest research progress
of magneto-optical transparent nano-ceramics, mainly including terbium gallium garnet
(Tb3Ga5O12, TGG) transparent nano-ceramics and terbium aluminum garnet (Tb3Al5O12,
TAG) transparent nano-ceramics, and we compare their properties and predict their future
potential applications. Section 4 mainly reviews the research progress of transparent armor
nano-ceramic materials, represented by MgAl2O3 and AlON. The potential applications
of transparent armor nano-ceramic are aerospace windows, missile fairings, bulletproof
windows, and other fields, which require high hardness and strength, good wear resistance,
and impact resistance. In Section 5, we report the progress in electro-optical transparent
nano-ceramics and scintillation transparent nano-ceramics. The influence of the material-
fabrication process on the electro-optic effect or luminous intensity is compared. In Section 6,
the advantages and disadvantages of the fabrication method of transparent nanoceramic
material are discussed. In summary, this study reviews the preparation and applications of
various transparent nano-ceramics in recent years, which provides a reference for low-cost
and sustainable production in the future.

2. Transparent Nano-Ceramics for Solid-State LASERs
2.1. Brief Introduction

Solid-state lasers play a leading role in the field of laser application because they have
the advantages of high peak power, high efficiency, long service life, safety, and reliability.
In solid-state lasers, the gain medium has the most significant influence on the laser’s
output performance. Doped yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) has the advantages of high
thermal conductivity, high melting point, stable chemical properties, high mechanical
strength, and high creep resistance. Compared with a single crystal and glass, the main
advantages of YAG transparent nano-ceramics are: (1) the process of high concentration
doping is simple, which can easily improve its properties; (2) it is easy to prepare ceramics
with a large size and complex shape; (3) the preparation cost is low and the cycle is short;
(4) it is convenient to realize special structures and functions. Therefore, it is the focus of
research in the academic community, and many countries have invested a lot of human
and material resources. Nowadays, YAG transparent nano-ceramics are widely used in
the gain medium of solid-state lasers. According to the literature, the performance of
transparent nano-ceramics is related to the controllable doping of rare earth ions and
the size of nano-powder, which are critically reviewed in this section to elaborate on the
progress of transparent nano-ceramics for solid-state lasers.
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2.2. Doped YAG Transparent Nano-Ceramics

Nd3+-doped. In 1995, Nd:YAG transparent ceramics for solid-state lasers with con-
tinuous wave (CW) laser emissions were first reported by Ikesue and Kinoshita [12], and
the nano powers of Y2O3, Al2O3, and Nd2O3 were used as starting materials with the
average particle diameters of 60, 400, and 500 nm, respectively. The optical scattering loss
of Nd:YAG was about 0.9%/cm. The experiment demonstrated that the performance of
solid-state lasers could be obtained with an oscillation threshold of 309 mW and a slope
efficiency of 28%, respectively. In 2002, Lu et al. [13] developed Y3Al5O12 optical ceramic
materials based on highly transparent nanocrystalline YAG. The pore volume concentration
of YAG transparent ceramics was 1 ppm, and the average diameter of particles was about
10 µm. The grain boundary width was only about 1 nm. The results showed that in the
preliminary comparative laser experiment of Nd:YAG ceramic and single-crystal rods, the
output power of 88 and 99 W were obtained, respectively. This means that it could be used
in high-power, solid-state lasers. Compared with single-crystal Nd:YAG, the light-to-light
efficiency of Nd:YAG transparent ceramics with nanocrystalline needs to be further im-
proved. However, it will become a good substitute for the widely used Nd: YAG single
crystal, due to its low manufacturing cost, for different types of solid-state lasers. In 2010,
Suárez et al. [14] first obtained 1 at.% Nd:YAG nano powder with an average particle size of
100 nm by using a reverse-strike precipitation method. Then, the Nd:YAG transparent nano-
ceramics were prepared by the hot isostatic pressing (HIP) method. They found that the
optical properties were significantly different with different sintering and HIP parameters.
The infrared transmittance of the fabricated sample was 80%, and its emission spectrum
was the same as a 1 at.% Nd:YAG single crystal. In 2011, Stevenson et al. [15] sintered
Nd:YAG transparent ceramics at 1600 ◦C with B2O3 and SiO2 double-sintering additives.
They adopted the solid-state reaction method to prepare the Nd:YAG transparent ceramics
and α-Al2O3 (>99.99%, 100–300 nm), Y2O3 (>99.999%, 50 nm), and used Nd2O3 (>99.99%,
200 nm) nano powders as the starting materials. Additionally, the B3+: Si4+ atomic ratio
ranged from 0.5 to 2 while keeping the total doping level at 1.35 mol%. The results demon-
strated that the relative density of the samples exceeded 99.9% and the transmittance in the
visible band was as high as 84%. They also found that densification could be completed
at about 100 ◦C lower than the normal sintering temperature since B3+ greatly improved
the driving force of densification. In 2014, Yavetskiy et al. [16] also utilized the solid-state
reaction method to fabricate a Nd:YAG transparent ceramic, and investigated its phase
formation and densification mechanism in the sintering process. As depicted in Figure 3,
the particle size of Al2O3, Y2O3 starting powders, as well as 2.88 Y2O3–0.12Nd2O3–5Al2O3
powder mixture and Y2O3 powders after planetary ball milling for 15 h, ranged from 80
to 800 nm. The results showed that using Y2O3 nano powder, under bimodal particle size
distribution (D50 ≈ 160 nm and 400 nm), could make the shrinkage effect higher than the
expansion effect in the formation of the YAG phase during sintering. Additionally, the
transmittance of the prepared 4 at.% Nd:YAG sample (1 mm thick) at 650 nm was 80%,
which was close to that of Nd:YAG single crystal. In addition, Zhang et al. [17] studied the
effect of Nd dopant and LiF additive on the microwave dielectric and optical properties
of transparent YAG ceramics in the spark plasma sintering (SPS) process in 2016. The
SEM images demonstrated that the size of YAG nano powder was almost between 50 and
100 nm, and the infrared transmittance of the sample was 81.8% after sintering at 1360 ◦C.
In 2021, Jia et al. [18] comparatively analyzed the influence of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS)
additives on the sintering kinetics of Nd:YAG transparent ceramics. The vacuum sintering
method was used to evaluate the densification process and sintering kinetics of Nd:YAG
transparent ceramic samples. The densification rate of ceramic samples rose dramatically
when the amount of TEOS was raised from 0 to 3.0 wt.%. The experiment showed that the
transmittance of the 0.5 wt.% TEOS sample reached 75% in the near-infrared region.
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Ho-doped. Under direct pumping, the Ho3+ ion emits a quasi-three-level emission
at 2.0 µm, exploited for efficient CW lasing [19,20]. Additionally, infrared lasers have also
been made with Ho:YAG transparent ceramics. In 2015, Bagayev et al. [21] fabricated nano
powders generated by laser ablation and then used two ways to make Ho:YAG transparent
ceramics. The nano powders were made up of near-spherical particles with an average size
of 8–14 nm and specific surface areas of 83.8 and 46.0 m2/g for the Al2O3 and Ho:Y2O3
particles, respectively. The results revealed that the transparent ceramics produced by their
proposed method had better transmittance (82%) in the infrared band. Additionally, the
slope efficiency of laser oscillations in the fabricated Ho:YAG transparent ceramic sample
(1 mm thick) for pumping power was 40% (at 1.85 µm). In 2018, Zhao et al. [22] demon-
strated a Ho:Y2O3 ceramic laser with high power, which fabricated Ho:Y2O3 ceramics by
vacuum sintering and HIP methods. The in-band pumping method produced a 2117 nm
laser with an output power of 24.6 W, nearly an order of magnitude higher than other
ceramics. For high-power, solid-state lasers, therefore, Ho-doped sesquioxide ceramics are
ideal materials.

Er-doped. Er-doped YAG transparent ceramics have very low levels of quantum
defects, and their laser behavior is IR transitions at 1.5 and 3 µm. In 2011, Zhang et al. [23]
demonstrated a 0.5 at.% Er:YAG ceramic laser, which exhibited CW emission at 1617 nm
and had a slope efficiency of 51.7%. In 2015, Zhang et al. [24] reported a passively Q-
switched ceramic Er:YAG laser using a saturable absorber, which emitted 1617 nm. The
experimental result confirmed that the laser could reach a peak power of 11.3 kW. In
2018, a laser adopted by 0.5 at.% Er:YAG transparent ceramics, with a resonantly pumped
eye-safe, was developed by Bigotta et al. The fabricated ceramics adopted a two-step
approach, combining SPS+HIP methods [25]. In their study, high-purity 0.5 at.% Er3+:YAG
powder with a specific surface area of 7 m2/g and an average size of 271 nm was used. The
experimental results confirmed that the light-light efficiency of this laser was 20%, and the
maximum slope efficiency was 31%.
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Tm-doped. The Tm3+ concentration should be at least 6% to guarantee efficient
down-conversion energy transfer [26]. Experiments showed that the transparent ceramics
doped with Tm3+ have good light transmittance [27]. Zhang et al. [28] prepared highly
transparent Tm:YAG ceramic by solid-phase reaction and vacuum sintering and studied
its optical properties, microstructure and laser properties. Zou et al. [29] developed a
high-efficiency, continuous-wave Tm:YAG transparent nano-ceramic laser pumped using a
Ti:sapphire laser. Output power of up to 860 mW was produced with an absorbed pump
power of 2.21 W at 785 nm, equating to a slope efficiency of 42.1% and a light-to-light
efficiency of 22%. Zhan et al. presented a 2.7 mm long passively mode-locked laser based
on 6 at.% Tm:YAG ceramics [30]. The pulse duration was 55 ps, and the highest output
power was 116.5 mW at 2007 nm. Based on these findings, Tm:YAG transparent nano-
ceramics looked to be promising candidates for ultrafast lasers with high power densities
and high-efficiency output.

Yb-doped. The Yb3+-doped ceramics’ spectral properties ensure nearly pure four-
level lasing, which can be easily controlled by adjusting the ambient temperature or the
temperature inside the pumped lasing medium. In 2008, Nakamura et al. [31] developed a
CW laser based on Yb:YAG transparent ceramics. With a slope efficiency of 72%, a 6.8 W
CW output power was obtained, and the transverse intensity distribution of the Yb:YAG
ceramic laser beam was a Gaussian beam. In 2012, Luo et al. [32] used Yb:YAG ceramics and
a 940 nm fiber-coupled laser diode to accomplish CW lasing at 1030 nm. The basic materials
were commercial Al2O3 powder (99.99 percent purity, 250 nm) and co-precipitated Y2O3
and Yb2O3 powders (60–80 nm, 9.5–10.0 m2/g). For a 3 mm-thick mirror-polished Yb:YAG
ceramics sample, in-line transmittances at 1300 nm and 400 nm were measured to be 83.6
and 81.8%, respectively. The slope effectiveness of this laser was 62.7% according to the
testing data.

Table 1 summarizes the doped YAG transparent nano-ceramics, which are described
in the text grouped by doped type and publication year. It can be drawn that doped YAG
laser transparent nano-ceramics have a short preparation period, low production cost,
large-scale production, and high doping concentration.

2.3. Application

The schematic diagram of YAG transparent nano-ceramics’ application in a laser diode
pumping system is shown in Figure 4. As depicted in Figure 4, a symmetrical ring pump
source was created using 32 groups of laser diodes (the highest output of an LD at 807 nm
was 10 W) and a φ4 mm × 105 mm 0.6% Nd:YAG transparent nano-ceramic rod. Then,
a high-power Nd:YAG ceramic laser with CW 1.46 kW was developed [13], and this was
the first time that the output power of a ceramic laser exceeded the kilowatt level. The
experimental findings showed that increasing the pump power to 290 W resulted in an
88 W multimode CW laser output. This meant that the light-to-light efficiency of YAG
transparent nano ceramics was about 30%. In 2010, Marsh Corporation in the United States
used multiple Nd:YAG transparent ceramic slabs with composite structures to achieve a
laser output of more than 100 kW using direct pumping technology, of which the output
power of a single Nd:YAG slab could reach 17 kW [33,34]. Nakamura [31] developed a
high-power efficient transparent ceramic Yb:YAG laser with a Yb concentration of 9.8%, a
pumping power of 13.8 W, a T = 10% output coupler, and a cavity length of 20 mm at a room
temperature of 20 ◦C. At a maximum output power of 1.6 W, the ceramic Yb:YAG laser
showed continuous tunability in the spectral region of 63.5 nm from 1020.1 to 1083.6 nm.
A high-power passive Q-switched Ho:YAG ceramic laser was created by Yuan et al. [35].
The maximum pulse energy of this laser was 0.94 mJ, the pulse width was 28 ns, and the
peak power was 33.5 kW at a pulse-repetition frequency of 28.8 kHz.
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Table 1. Summary of doped YAG transparent nano-ceramics described in the text grouped by doped type and published year.

Doping Type Year, Powder, and Fabrication Findings Performance Remarks

Nd3+-doped

1995; the starting nano powders
include Y2O3 (60 nm), Al2O3

(400 nm), and Nd2O3 (500 nm);
solid-state reaction method

(Czochralski method).
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Table 1. Cont.

Doping Type Year, Powder, and Fabrication Findings Performance Remarks

2010; an average particle size of
100 nm by reverse-strike

precipitation method; HIP method.
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The transmittance of the 0.5 wt.%
TEOS sample reached 75% in the
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The densification rate of Nd: YAG
transparent ceramics could be

adjusted by adding different wt.%
TEOS so as to improve

its transmittance.
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Table 1. Cont.

Doping Type Year, Powder, and Fabrication Findings Performance Remarks

Ho-doped

2015; the nano powders were made
up of near-spherical particles;

solid-state reaction involving a
pre-calcining stage.
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The total absorption spectral width was
about 16 nm and suitable for pumping of

diode lasers or fiber lasers, and the
light-to-light efficiency was 52%.

The in-band pumping method
produced a 2117 nm laser with an

output power of 24.6 W [22].

Further development of large-scale,
YAG transparent ceramics with low

Ho3+ doping concentration is
required to alleviate the thermal
effect during the lasing process.
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Table 1. Cont.

Doping Type Year, Powder, and Fabrication Findings Performance Remarks

Er-doped 2018; high-purity 0.5 at.% Er3+:YAG
powder; SPS+HIP methods.
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2.4. Summary

Since it took Ikesue and Kinoshita [12] 31 years to use lasers for Nd:YAG transparent
nano-ceramics in 1995, this was not a rapid development. Over the next seven years,
advances in powder synthesis and ceramic sintering allowed the 1 kW output power
threshold to be broken in 2002 [13], followed by another seven years until the 100 kW mark
was crossed in 2009 [33,34].

In terms of powder-preparation methods, the most mature technologies are the solid-
state reaction method and liquid-phase coprecipitation process. The solid-state reaction
method has a simple process, but the commercial raw material powder used has low
sintering activity, which is not conducive to the densification of transparent ceramics. In
terms of doped YAG transparent ceramics’ sintering, vacuum sintering is currently the most
commonly used sintering technology for fabricating them. Although vacuum sintering
helps to eliminate pores and improve the density, it is nevertheless unable to entirely
eradicate residual pores inside the ceramics, resulting in most sintered samples having a
transmittance of less than 80%. In addition, according to the needs of solid-state lasers,
rare earth ion-doped YAG transparent ceramics can be used to make laser materials with
excellent performance, which are widely used in the field of solid-state lasers.

It can be seen from the above experiments that after doping with Nd3+, the transmit-
tance increases to 81.8%; the output power of Ho-doped sesquioxide ceramics is nearly an
order of magnitude higher than that of other ceramics; Er-doped YAG transparent ceramics
have very low levels of quantum defects, and their peak power can also reach 11.3 kW;
Tm-doped ceramics can ensure an efficient step-down version of energy transfer; and Yb
doping can adjust the environment and the temperature inside the pumping laser medium.
In general, the transmittance and output power of ceramics doped with YAG were greatly
improved, and the temperature could be controlled at the same time, which makes them a
good candidate for ultrafast lasers with a high power density and high power output.

However, most of the current research on Nd:YAG transparent ceramics is based on
experimental results [36,37], and there is a lack of relevant theoretical simulation data. For
example, there is still a lack of research on the relationship between structural defects (such
as grain boundaries) and the photothermal damage of ceramics, as well as on the types
and concentration distributions of doped rare earth ions. In addition, it is also necessary
to study the occupancy mechanism and distribution of dopant ions of different types
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and concentrations inside the ceramic, as well as the influence of the surrounding crystal
field. These breakthroughs in the mechanism of action need to be solved through effective
theoretical models.

3. Magneto-Optical Transparent Nano-Ceramics
3.1. Brief Introduction

Magneto-optical material is a new type of optical functional material that has a
magneto-optical effect in the ultraviolet to infrared band. Optical devices, such as magneto-
optical switches, magnetometers, and magneto-optical sensors, with various functions, are
made by using the magneto-optical properties of these materials and the interaction and
conversion of light, electricity, and magnetism. According to the type of materials, they can
be divided into magneto-optical glass, magneto-optical crystal, magneto-optical transpar-
ent ceramics, etc. The thermal conductivity of magneto-optical ceramics is equivalent to
that of magneto-optical crystals, and the thermal diffusion performance is good, which can
effectively prevent thermal damage in the process of using lasers. Compared with crystals,
magneto-optical ceramic materials can more easily obtain larger sizes and can be made into
large-diameter magneto-optical components, with high fracture toughness and good ther-
mal shock resistance [37]. This means that magneto-optical transparent ceramics is a new
type of magneto-optical dielectric material in recent years with the advantages of a large
size, Verdet constant, high laser damage threshold, and high thermal conductivity [38–40].
At present, the reported magneto-optical transparent ceramic materials mainly include
TGG transparent nano-ceramics and TAG transparent nano- ceramics.

3.2. TGG

In 2003, Khazanov [41] reported TGG transparent nano-ceramics for the first time. The
results demonstrated that the emergence of high-quality nano-ceramics and the improved
Faraday device made it possible to apply TGG transparent nano-ceramics in higher-power
lasers. In 2007, Yasuhara et al. [42] reported the Faraday effect of TGG ceramics for the first
time. They tested the Verdet constant of TGG transparent nano-ceramics samples at 1053 nm
as a function of temperature and found that the Verdet constant was 36.4 rad/(T·m) at room
temperature, which was 87 times greater than that at the temperature of liquid nitrogen
(77 K). This showed that under the same magnetic field, the length of the Faraday mate-
rial could be shortened to 1/87, which provided advantages for femtosecond short-pulse
lasers. In addition, the test data also confirmed that the Verdet constant of TGG transpar-
ent nano-ceramics was similar to that of TGG single crystals. In 2011, Yoshida et al. [39]
systematically studied the optical characteristics and Faraday effect of TGG ceramics at
room temperature. As shown in Figure 5a, the grain size distribution of the prepared TGG
transparent nano-ceramics was relatively uniform, and the grain size was between 300 nm
and 3 µm, which was smaller than that of the YAG transparent nano-ceramics. At the
same time, they tested the optical transmittance of TGG ceramic samples in the visible and
near-infrared bands and compared them with TGG single crystals. It could be drawn from
Figure 5b that in the 600–1400 nm band, the transmittances of TGG ceramics and single
crystals were almost equal, with both higher than 80%.

In 2019, Jin et al. [43] prepared the magneto-optical properties of TGG transparent nano-
ceramics. The microstructures of the TGG powders showed that the average particle size
was about 80 nm, and the powder agglomerated through small connections to the particle
necks, which facilitated the densification of the ceramic body. The best microstructure
of the nano-ceramics with average grain sizes of 5.32 µm, fabricated by co-precipitated
method and vacuum sintering methods, could be obtained while the sample was sintered
at 1550 ◦C (in Figure 6). Additionally, they found that the best optical transmittance of
TGG ceramics was close to 80% in the region of 400–1500 nm, and that the Verdet constant
of the fabricated TGG ceramics decreased linearly with an increase in temperature. The
results demonstrated that TGG transparent nano-ceramics could meet the requirements
of magneto-optical devices working the visible-near-infrared region. In 2021, Li et al. [44]
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investigated the fabrication and evaluated the performance of novel TGG transparent
nano-ceramics, which were doped by rare earth (RE) of Pr, Tm, and Dy. The microstructure
of the powder particles was several hundred nanometers (300~700 nm) in length and
several nanometers in width. After two-step sintering, no second phase was detected in
the microstructure, although residual pores in the ceramic could be noticed. Therefore, the
prepared ceramics all had good optical quality, and the online transmittance at 1070 nm
was greater than 80%. The Verdet constant of RE:TGG transparent nano-ceramic samples
(−143 rad/T·m at 632.8 nm) was optimized by rare earth doping, which was about 5%
higher than that of TGG transparent nano-ceramics.
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son of transmission spectra between TGG nano-ceramics samples and TGG single crystal. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [39]. Copyright 2011, copyright IEEE Xplore.
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Figure 6. SEM morphology of TGG powders sintered at 1100 ◦C (a), the surface of sample #1 sintered
at 1500 (b), sample #2 sintered at 1550 ◦C (c), and sample #3 sintered at 1600 ◦C (d) [43]. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [43]. Copyright 2019, copyright ELSEVIER.

With the increase in power of the CW laser and pump laser, the thermal effect of
optical elements in a laser system becomes more and more serious [45–47]. Thermally
induced birefringence reduces the isolation ratio of the Faraday isolator, which limits its
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use in high-power lasers [39]. In 2014, Yasuhara et al. [48] developed a TGG Faraday
rotator for a high-power (257 W) laser with an isolation ratio of 33 dB and studied its
thermal depolarization effect and thermal lens effect under laser irradiation. They tested
the thermally induced depolarization ratio of TGG transparent nano-ceramics under laser
irradiation, as shown in Figure 7. The results showed that the depolarization ratio of TGG
ceramics at 257 W laser power was 5.48 × 10−4 under the applied magnetic field (45◦

Faraday rotation), and the corresponding isolation ratio was 33 dB. This confirmed that
the thermally induced depolarization of TGG ceramics was almost the same as that of a
single crystal. The results showed that the Faraday isolator based on TGG transparent
nano-ceramics had basically met the requirements of service under a high-power laser.
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3.3. TAG

TAG transparent nano-ceramics have the same garnet structure and similar optical and
thermal properties as TGG transparent nano-ceramics, but their Verdet constant is about
30~50% higher than that of TGG transparent nano-ceramics. Therefore, TAG transparent
nano-ceramics have better magneto-optical properties and can be used in Faraday magneto-
optical materials in visible and near-infrared bands. In 2011, Lin et al. [49] prepared TAG
transparent nanoceramics for the first time by solid-phase reaction and vacuum sintering
(depicted in Figure 8a) and studied the optical quality and microstructure of the samples.
The samples sintered at 1650 ◦C had relatively good optical transparency between 400 nm
and 1600 nm (up to 70%, as shown in Figure 8b). The experimental data demonstrated that
the thermal conductivity of the prepared TAG transparent nano-ceramics was 6.5 W/m·K
(at room temperature), and the Verdet constant could reach −172.72 rad/T·m (at 632.8 nm)
with the best quality, which was 28.9% larger than that (−134 rad/T·m) of the TGG single
crystal [50]. This indicates that TAG transparent nano-ceramics have better magneto-
optical properties than TGG single crystals and have potential commercial values. In 2015,
Chen et al. [51] found that by optimizing the sintering aid, TEOS combined with MgO as
a sintering aid could improve the optical quality of TAG transparent ceramics but had
no effect on the magneto-optical properties. The study found that when the addition of
TEOS was 0.4 wt.% and the addition of MgO was 0.1 wt.%, the optical transmittance of the
obtained TAG ceramics exceeded 80% in the 500–1500 nm band, and the optical quality was
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greatly improved. Moreover, in 2017, Duan et al. [52] adopted the reaction sintering method
combining muffle furnace pre-sintering and HIP sintering and obtained TAG transparent
ceramics with ideal optical quality for the first time without vacuum sintering. After ball
milling, the raw material powders were uniformly mixed, wherein the particle size of
Al2O3 was 260 nm, and the particle size of Tb4O7 was 1.15 µm. The experimental results
confirmed that the optical transmittance of the prepared 0.4 wt.% TEOS:TAG transparent
nano-ceramics in the visible and near-infrared regions could reach more than 80%, which
was very close to the theoretical limit.
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In addition, some researchers found that the Verdet constant of TAG transparent
nano-ceramics could be changed by adding rare earth elements [38,53,54]. In 2012, Chen
et al. [53] adopted solid-state reaction and vacuum sintering methods to prepare Y3+ and
Ce3+ rare earth element-doped TAG transparent nano-ceramics. They found that the Verdet
constant of Y3+-doped TAG transparent nano-ceramics was −108.79 rad/T·m at 632.8 nm,
which was smaller than that of TAG transparent ceramics. This indicated that diamagnetic
ion (Y3+) doping would have an adverse effect on the magneto-optical properties of TAG
transparent ceramics. However, the magneto-optical properties of the Ce3+-doped TAG
transparent nano-ceramics were greatly improved, and its Verdet constant, measured
as −199.55 rad/T·m at 632.8 nm, was about 16% higher than that of TAG transparent
ceramics. A year later, Chen et al. [54] continued to study the relationship between the
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sintering process parameters and optical properties of Y3+-doped TAG transparent nano-
ceramics, and they found that the samples sintered at 1680 ◦C showed the best optical
properties, obtaining transmittance of 75% in the range of 900 to 1600 nm. Additionally,
X-ray diffraction (XRD) results showed that samples had pure garnet crystal structure
without secondary phases.

3.4. Others

Some sesquioxides also have magneto-optical effects and generally have high ther-
mal conductivity, which is also a potential application value, such as in high-energy
lasers [38,55–57]. For example, at 1064 nm wavelength, the optical transmittances of fully
doped and 10% doped Y3+:Y2O3 ceramics were 63.4 and 79.3%, respectively, but both
were lower than their theoretical transmittances of 81.1% [55]. The Ho2O3 magneto-optical
transparent nano-ceramic was successfully prepared by the SPS sintering method, and its
transmittance at 1 µm was measured to be about 60%, but its Verdet constant at the wave-
length of 1064 nm was −46.3 rad/(T·m), which was close to that of TAG, which was about
1.3 times that of TGG [56]. These studies [55–57] showed that yttrium oxide (Y3+:Y2O3),
holmium oxide (Ho2O3) [58], dysprosium oxide (Dy2O3), and other nano-transparent
ceramics still need to be further optimized to improve their optical properties.

3.5. Potential Application

Transparent nano-ceramic is the core of modern magneto-optical materials, which
provides a broad development prospect for the Faraday isolator. Furuse et al. [59] compared
characteristics of Faraday isolators with different materials of magneto-optical medium,
which are listed in Table 2. It can be seen from Table 2 that there is still a certain gap
in the isolation between TGG nano-ceramic ceramics and TGG crystals. TGG crystals
can obviously work effectively in higher-power lasers and achieve a stable isolation ratio.
Although the isolation measurement power is lower for TAG and Ce:TAG transparent nano-
ceramics, it can be estimated by calculation that the extinction ratio of the TAG ceramic
samples can be maintained above 30 dB when the laser power reaches the kilowatt level.

Table 2. Comparison of characteristics of Faraday isolators with different magneto-optical
media [38,56]. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [38]. Copyright 2018, copyright CNKI. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [56]. Copyright 2017, copyright OSA.

Medium Isolation Ratio@
Laser Power

Isolation Ratio@
Laser Power Water Cooling

TGG crystal 30 dB@650 W 6.5 m@340 W Optional
TGG transparent

nano-ceramic 30 dB@340 W 6.5 m@340 W Optional

TAG transparent
nano-ceramic 38 dB@300 W 8 m@300 W Required

Ce: TAG transparent
nano-ceramic (0.1 at.%) 31 dB@300 W 3.8 m@300 W Required

In 2021, Starobor et al. [60] fabricated a TGG/sapphire composite magneto-optical
element Faraday isolator, whose maximum operating power with an isolation ratio higher
than 30 dB was estimated to exceed 2 kW, which was almost three times that of a single TGG
crystal. In addition, they also performed experimental (shown in Figure 9) and numerical
studies on thermally induced depolarization and thermal lensing of composite elements,
and the optimized structure could be successfully operated at a high radiation power.
Experimental results showed that an isolation ratio of 34 dB in the composite elements
was achieved at a laser power of 700 W, which was 5 dB higher than the classical single
element. This indicated that TAG transparent nano-ceramics could be used to prepare kW
Faraday isolators.
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3.6. Summary

With the continuous improvement of techniques, the optical quality of transpar-
ent nano-ceramics has been greatly improved and is almost comparable to that of its
crystals [61,62]. Among the magneto-optical ceramic materials that have appeared so far,
the research focus is mainly on TGG and TAG transparent nano-ceramics. As can be seen
from the research results of the existing literature, most of the TGG and TAG transparent
nano-ceramics have a light transmittance of 80% in their expected working band, and the
Verdet constant meets the working requirements, which potentially gives them commer-
cial value in large-scale applications. In addition, the magneto-optical properties of TAG
transparent nano ceramics are changed by doping different rare earth elements. This can
not only increase the Verdet constant but also could reduce the Verdet constant, which can
regulate its magneto-optical characteristics by controlling the type and proportion of rare
earth elements. This research also needs attention in the future study of TGG transparent
nano-ceramics.

4. Transparent Armor Nano-Ceramics
4.1. Brief Introduction

Transparent armor, such as face shields, windows of military vehicles, and lookout win-
dows of aircraft, is one of the most important personnel protection technologies. Currently
available transparent armor consists of several layers and is very thick to resist the ballistic
impact of multiple hits. Today, the demands placed on these systems are increasing [63,64].
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As a result, traditional glass-based armors have become impractical in terms of weight and
thickness constraints, which has led to increased consideration of transparent ceramics
for such applications. As shown in Figure 10, a versatile four-layer design (A—projectile
erosion fragmentation layer; B—energy absorption, crack arrest layer, C—fragmentation
protection layer; and D—adhesive layer) can be used for the development of light armor,
where the first layer is the core layer in the overall four-layer design [65]. When transparent
nano-ceramics such as MgAl2O3 or AlON are used for this functional layer, the weight
and thickness of glass-made armor can be reduced by about 30–60% [66]. In addition,
some weapon systems that need to withstand harsh environmental conditions also require
relatively large windows and domes [67–69].
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4.2. MgAl2O4

Due to its high hardness, strong chemical resistance, and high transparency in the
UV-Visible and mid-IR range, MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics are expected to be used
in optical components and defense applications [64], such as optical lenses, aircraft/vehicle
windows, and missile domes [70]. Moreover, they can achieve a balance between optical
performance and production cost [71]. In 1974, Bratton [72] fabricated translucent polycrys-
talline MgAl2O4 ceramics with co-precipitated spinel as raw material, doped with 0.25 wt.%
CaO as a sintering aid. The experimental results showed that at a certain temperature, the
relative density of sintered spinel could reach 99.7% (close to the theoretical value of 100%)
and that the transmittance in the visible light region was between 67 and 78%.

To obtain MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics with high optical transparency, high-
quality precursor powders (average particle size of 150 nm [73]) and optimized concen-
trations of sintering aids, such as CaO [72], B2O3 [73], and LiF [74], are required. In 2013,
Esposito et al. [75] fabricated MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics by hot pressing and
investigated their characterization. They prepared two starting powder mixtures (with
a purity level greater than or equal to 99.99%) made from commercial Al2O3 and MgO
products, taking into account the stoichiometric ratio of MgAl2O4. Experimental results
showed that the value of D50 of MgAl2O4 was close to 180 nm. The particle size of the
starting powder had a slight effect on the sintering evolution and final microstructure but
not uniformly on the final transmittance. Optical inspection experiments showed that up to
70% transmittance (the highest value of 78% in the 1100 nm band) was obtained in visible
light. In addition, thermodynamic studies of the reactions of LiF, MgO, and Al2O3 could
help to understand the densification mechanism that affected the transmittance of spinel.
In 2015, Esposito et al. [76] investigated the effect of the pressure applied during sintering
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on the final optical properties of the MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics in hot pressing.
By establishing a thermodynamic model, the role of lithium fluoride as a sintering aid
was clarified. The results of the study showed that transparency, close to the theoretical
value, could only be achieved at very high pressures (200 MPa or higher) due to spinel
destabilization. Boulesteixa et al. [77] prepared MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics from
pure aluminum and magnesium sulfate using colloidal chemistry. Figure 11a,c shows that
the basic particles are between 40 and 80 nm in diameter and have an isotropic shape. The
phase composition of the powder is shown in Figure 11b, while the particle size distribution
of the as-received powder is shown in Figure 11d.
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In general, it is challenging to fabricate MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics using
traditional pressureless sintering techniques [73,78]. Therefore, complex sintering strategies,
such as hot pressing, HIP, and SPS, are often employed to develop these ceramics [74–76,79].
In 2010, Meir et al. [80] synthesized and densified MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics
using the SPS method. The alumina particles in the starting powders were well separated
and polygonal in shape with a particle size of about 100–500 nm, while the magnesium
oxide powder was strongly agglomerated, with a size of about 10–20 µm and a relatively
high specific surface area. The addition of a sintering aid of 1 wt.% LiF to the mixed powder
promoted the synthesis of spinel. The experimental results indicated that LiF vapor played
an important role in eliminating residual carbon contamination and achieving a fully dense
state. The optical transmittance of the MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics prepared by
the SPS method reached 78% in the 400–800 nm band. In 2020, Liu et al. [81] successfully
prepared MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics by air pre-sintering and HIP methods. They
found that a small amount of CaO (0.1 wt.%) was very effective for the densification of
ceramics. They also found that the relative density of MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics
changed from 86.3% to 99.4% when the pre-fired temperature was increased from 1450 ◦C
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to 1550 ◦C. Optical experimental results demonstrated that the prepared large transparent
nano-ceramics, with an average grain size of 1500 nm, exhibited high transmittances of
86.3% and 82.5% at 1100 nm and 600 nm, respectively. In 2020, Liu et al. [82] used high-
purity spinel nano powders, with a particle size of 55 nm and a specific surface area
of 30 m2/g, to successfully prepare MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics by microwave
sintering and HIP methods. They found that microwave-sintered MgAl2O4 transparent
nano-ceramics could achieve higher densities at lower temperatures and in a shorter time
than conventional pressureless sintering. Experimental results showed that the in-line
transmittances of MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics 1.5 mm thick that were obtained by
microwave sintering (1400 ◦C, 80 min) and HIP (1650 ◦C, 180 MPa, 3 h) were 86.4% and
80.2% at 1064 nm and 400 nm, respectively. Therefore, MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics
have excellent light transmission ability [83].

4.3. AlON

AlON transparent nano-ceramics have excellent light transmittance in the near-ultra-
violet to mid-infrared band (0.2–6 µm), and the theoretical transmittance is as high as
85.2% [84]. In addition, they also have excellent properties, such as high hardness, high
strength, high-temperature resistance, friction resistance, and acid and alkali corrosion
resistance. In 1959, Yamaguch and Yanagida [85] first reported cubic spinel-type aluminum
oxynitride (AlON), which was produced from a compound between alumina and alu-
minum nitride in a reducing atmosphere above 1650 ◦C. They also studied the physical
constants of AlON, such as crystal structure, density, refractive index, dielectric constant,
and magnetic susceptibility.

First, nano powder is required to fabricate AlON transparent nano-ceramics. After
obtaining the AlON nano powder, it should be fabricated by sintering at a temperature
above 1850 ◦C for at least 20 h in nitrogen. In 2011, Qi et al. [86] adopted a two-step
approach with Al2O3 and aluminum nitride (AlN) nano powders as the starting materials
to prepare AlON transparent nano-ceramics. In their studies, the average particle size
of nano powders of α-Al2O3, γ-Al2O3, and AlN were 80, 20, and 20 nm, respectively.
Experiments showed that the AlON Nano-ceramic samples were transparent after sintering
at 1880 ◦C for more than 5 h. With the extension of the holding time, the grain size of the
sample increased slightly, while the pore size and porosity decreased obviously, so the light
transmittance increased. Additionally, the sample had a transmittance of 55% (near 5 µm
band) at a hold time of 20 h. While the infrared transmittance of ceramics is promising,
the visible transmittance is not high enough. In 2012, Jin et al. [87] fabricated a highly
AlON transparent nano-ceramic that was sintered from nano powder without pressure.
During carbothermal nitridation, a layer of amorphous carbon on the surface of Al2O3
particles effectively prevented agglomeration and grain growth, and the bimodal particle
size distributions of the obtained AlON powders were concentrated at 200 and 700 nm,
and their maximum particle sizes were both below 900 nm. The experimental results
confirmed that the AlON transparent nano-ceramics with an average online transmittance
above 80% in the visible light to infrared range were obtained by a pressureless sintering
method. In 2018, Zhao et al. [88] carried out a detailed investigation of planetary ball-
milling for coarsened AlON nano powder. Their results revealed that the weight ratio
of balls to powder, rotational speed, and planetary milling time had a significant effect
on the microscopic morphology, particle size distribution, and average particle size of
the powders. Using fine and uniform AlON nano powder with an average particle size
of less than 300 nm and excellent sintering properties, subsequently, a sample of AlON
was successfully fabricated from the finely treated powder synthesized by the carbon
thermal nitriding method at 1880 ◦C for 6 h. The optical test demonstrated that the high
performance with an online transmittance of 84% at 2000 nm of the sample could be
achieved. In 2022, Zhang et al. [89] thoroughly milled the AlON powder to fully mix the
nanopowder with the sintering agent. Figure 12a shows an SEM image of the particle
morphology after grinding; the particle size distribution is shown in Figure 12b,c, which
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shows that the high-temperature decarbonization and ball-milling process do not affect the
purity of the AlON powder.
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In the preparation of AlON transparent nano-ceramics, sintering aids are generally
used to control the growth of Al2O3 grains. MgO and Y2O3 were used as co-sintering aids
by Yuan et al. [90] to fabricate AlON transparent nano-ceramics by reactive sintering. The
densification of AlN transparent nano-ceramics was regulated by the sintering aids and
sintering duration, allowing their optical performance to be efficiently tuned. Furthermore,
co-doping with MgO and Y2O3 enhanced densification more effectively than either MgO
or Y2O3 alone. The optical test demonstrated that 1 mm-thick fabricated samples of AlON
transparent nano-ceramics, doped with 1 wt.% MgO and 0.08 wt.% Y2O3, reached the
maximum of 60% in-line transmittance at 600 nm after sintering in N2 for 12 h at 1950 ◦C.
In 2018, Shan et al. [91] adopted the pressureless sintering method to fabricate AlON
transparent nano-ceramics with CaCO3 doping. For a sample with a thickness of 2 mm, the
transmittance of AlON transparent nano-ceramics doped with a mass fraction of 0.3–0.4%
CaCO3 reached 83–85% at around 3700 nm. In the wavelength range of 200–6000 nm,
the transmittance of AlON doped with CaCO3 was always higher than that of AlON
doped with an ideal amount of Y2O3. In 2021, Li et al. [92] prepared AlON transparent
nano-ceramics by HIP assisted by the dissolution of gas inclusions. They investigated
the influence of additive content, pre-sintering, HIP, and annealing parameters on the
performance of AlON transparent nano-ceramics. The fabricated samples and transmittance
curve are depicted in Figure 13, and the sample doped with 0.5 wt.% SiO2 exhibited the best
performance. By comparing different sintering additives and pre-sintering atmospheres,
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the densification mechanism of the material was studied. The prepared AlON transparent
nano-ceramics maintained a high transmittance of 85.8% at 2000 nm.
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As mentioned above, ALON ceramics have excellent optical and mechanical prop-
erties and extremely strong light transmittance (up to 85.2%), which makes them light-
transmitting materials with excellent application prospects. Secondly, because of their good
wear resistance; good scratch resistance; and light, thin, and strong properties, even if they
are rubbed and damaged, the light transmittance will not be affected, so they can be used
as a reinforcing material in transparent armor. In the civilian field, because of its high
hardness and good durability, it can be used in the casing of precision instruments such as
watches and goggles [93].

4.4. Potential Application

As depicted in Figure 14a, a large-scale MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramic, 12 mm
thick, was fabricated by gelcasting and pre-sintering in air HIP methods, and the average
grain size was 8 µm. In 1998, after realizing the mass production of powder, the research
on AlON transparent ceramics progressed rapidly. At present, the largest size of AlON
flat window that can be successfully fabricated is 880 × 45 × 12 mm [94]. In 2019, the
Surmet company realized the production and engineering application of large-scale AlON
transparent nano-ceramics in batches through pressureless sintering and HIP methods [95].
Then, a high optical quality window, fabricated by AlON transparent nano-ceramics of
about 0.41 m2, was realized. The emergence of large-scale armored transparent ceramics
makes these materials more frequently used in helicopter protection, personnel protection,
infrared windows for reconnaissance, and other fields because their weight and thickness
are only half of that of traditional bulletproof glass. Figure 14b shows the effect observed
at a distance of 30 m from a γ-AlON transparent ceramic that was prepared by HIP post-
treatment at 1800 ◦C for 2 h under 190 MPa [96].

Unfortunately, at present, the manufacturing cost of transparent armor nano-ceramics
is relatively high. A comparison of transparent armor materials for STANAG 4569 was
conducted by Benitez et al. in 2017 [65] and is depicted in Figure 15. Compared with
other materials, transparent nano-ceramic materials have the lowest areal density, only
half of glass–ceramic materials. However, the maximum thickness of transparent armor
nano-ceramics is still difficult to achieve compared to that of other materials. In addition,
the manufacturing cost is also 5 to 10 times higher than other types of materials. To promote
transparent armor nano-ceramics, therefore, it is necessary to reduce the fabricating cost.
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This could be achieved by reducing manufacturing steps or finding other alternative
materials. For manufacturing process optimization, one-step sintering methods need to be
created in the future to obtain fully dense materials.
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4.5. Summary

At present, it is difficult for MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics to achieve the theo-
retical density required for transparency by conventional sintering methods because they
are very sensitive to powder size, agglomerates, impurities, and additives. The defects of
the stoichiometric ratio, impurities, particle size, and agglomerates of the starting nano
powders are generally difficult to improve by adjusting the process parameters, which
affect the optical properties of the prepared samples. To obtain MgAl2O4 transparent nano-
ceramics with high optical transparency, high-quality starting powders are indispensable.
Meanwhile, it is also necessary to optimize the concentration of sintering aids or add some
rare earth elements. Existing commercial MgAl2O4 transparent nano-ceramics are sintered
by pressureless sintering/HIP or hot-pressing sintering/HIP. Thereafter, the manufacturing
cost of these processes is still high, and it is difficult to produce large plates.

The AlON powder synthesized in the liquid phase has relatively high purity, small
particle size, uniform distribution, and relatively high chemical activity, but the synthesis
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process conditions are not suitable for large-scale production. The solid-phase pulverization
method can ball-mill micron-sized AlON powder to the nano-scale; the preparation process
is relatively simple, and it is easy to achieve large-scale production, but ball milling causes
powder lattice distortion increases the defect concentration, and introduces impurities.
Therefore, the sintered ceramics have special structures such as impurities, which affect the
optical properties. As reviewed in Section 4.3, AlON transparent nano-ceramics usually
need to be sintered for a long time above 1800 ◦C without external field assistance; other-
wise, it is difficult to make these materials fully dense. Although preparation methods have
undergone great progress in the past few decades, there are still some difficulties in the
large-scale preparation process, such as shrinkage during drying and cracks forming inside
the green body. In addition, the sintering of large-sized AlON transparent nano-ceramics
also causes an uneven microstructure due to uneven temperatures, which in turn leads to
stress birefringence and reduces their optical properties.

5. Other Transparent Nano-Ceramics
5.1. Electro-Optical Transparent Nano-Ceramics

The rise of emerging electro-optical materials is in line with the arrival of modern
electronic, optical, and laser technologies, which are increasingly demanding materials.
Compared with other materials, they have fast speed, low consumption, high reliability,
and strong interference suppression ability, which mainly used in transducers, actuators
and sensors, and it has a great impact on space structure, electronic industry, etc. [97,98].
The new electro-optic ceramic material not only has the advantages of ordinary electro-
optic materials but also has a fast response speed. The response time is generally only
a few nanoseconds, and the electro-optic coefficient is larger than other materials, about
2 × 10−15~6.6 × 10−15 (m/V)2. At present, commonly used electro-optical transparent
ceramic materials are mainly two types: lead lanthanum zirconate titanate ceramics (PLZT)
and lead magnesium titanate–lead titanate ceramics (PMN-PT) [99]. PLZT ceramic is a
kind of transparent ceramic with an ABO3 type perovskite structure. It has strong light
transmittance in the visible light to infrared light band. The light transmittance reaches its
peak at about 600 nm, 802 nm, and 88 = 0 nm. PLZT ceramics are more commonly used
in the manufacture of multi-functional, low-loss optical devices, as well as in holographic
storage technology and optical fiber sensing [100]. The PMN-PT transparent ceramic is
an ABX3 type ceramic with a high dielectric constant, which can reach up to 600 at room
temperature. Additionally, it has better optical transparency. At the visible light wavelength
of 400~2000 nm, the transmittance increases from 0 to 70% and finally stabilizes at 70%
when the temperature rises from 400 ◦C to 2000 ◦C. It has a wide range of applications in
satellite communications, sensors, frequency converters, etc. [101].

In 1970, Haertling et al. [102] first used the hot-pressing sintering method to prepare
opto-ceramics with a thickness of 1 mm. This method could improve the compactness
of ceramic materials. The density could reach about 99% of the standard density, and
the light transmittance could reach 80%. In 2016, Somwan et al. [103] added powders
of Bi2O3 and CuO oxides in the process of preparing PLZT ceramics and fired particles
with a diameter of 1 cm without agglomeration. It was found that the dielectric constant
reached a peak value of 2000 when the temperature increased to 215 ◦C, and then the
dielectric constant began to decrease with the increase in temperature. After adding the
mixture, the sintering temperature was reduced by up to 50 ◦C. In 2018, Samanta et al. [104]
doped Nb and Fe elements during the preparation of PLZT ceramic materials, in which
the radius of Fe3+ was 69 pm, and the radius of Nb5+ was 78 pm. The results showed that
the conductivity increased from 10−8 to 10−6 S/cm when the frequency was increased
from 100 Hz to 1 MHz at room temperature. When the doping was 2%, the energy storage
density reached a maximum of 140 mJ/cm3. In 2017, Zhang et al. [105] prepared PMN-PT
ceramics with a thickness of 0.35 mm using a two-step hot-pressing method, in which
the contents of lanthanum, PMN, and PT were 3%, 75%, and 25%, respectively. When
the measured temperature continued to rise, the half-wave voltage gradually increased
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from 200 V to 400 V, and the electro-optic coefficient continued to increase. In 2018, Wang
et al. [106] reported on the preparation of PMN-PT/CFO thin films by sol–gel spin-coating
technology. When the ratio of CFO to PMN-PT was 4:1, the leakage amount reached its
maximum. The film quality was improved, and when the temperature increased from
650 ◦C to 730 ◦C, the leakage current decreased from 97.54 to 40.59. This indicates that the
ferroelectric performance improves. The coercive electric field and the polarization curve
are similar, indicating that there is some interaction between the ferroelectric phase and the
magnetoelectric phase. In 2021, Ze et al. [97] prepared PMN-PT materials using a two-step
sintering method. The thickness of the small ceramic was 0.85 mm, and the diameter was
10 mm. The thickness of the large ceramic was 1 mm, and the diameter was also 10 mm.
After testing, it was found that as the wavelength gradually increased to 900 nm, the
transmittance gradually increased to 70%. When Sm was doped, the peak value of optical
power would move back. However, the basic rule was that with the increase in electric field
intensity, the optical power gradually increased to 100% and then continued to decrease.
Pramanika et al. [98] prepared PMN-platinum piezoelectric ceramics using the solid-state
reaction method and analyzed the microstructure of the four fractured and sintered samples
by scanning electron microscopy and found that their average particle sizes were 2.7, 3.2,
3.8, and 4.3 µm, respectively (Figure 16). Table 3 summarizes the representative papers
on the preparation of electro-optically transparent nano-ceramics, mainly including the
powder, fabrication and remarks.
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Table 3. Summary of electro-optical transparent nano-ceramics described in the text grouped by
publication year.

Year, Authors Powder and Fabrication Findings Performance Remarks

1970, Haertling et al. [102]

Preparation of
optoceramics with a

thickness of 1 mm using
a two-step

hot-pressing method.

The density reached up to
99% of the standard

density and the
transmittance reached up

to 80%.

When the wavelength
increased, the light

transmission performance
also gradually increased

to 80%.

The hot-pressing firing
method could improve the

density of ceramics, but
the light transmission

performance needed to
be improved.

2016, Somwan et al. [103]
Mixture of Bi2O3 and

CuO; vibrating grinding
and sintering.

After adding mixed
oxides, the sintering

temperature decreased by
nearly 50 ◦C to 1200 ◦C.

At 1200 ◦C, the induced
strain of the enhanced

electric field
reached 0.0079%.

Higher dielectric constants
could be obtained at lower

sintering temperatures.

2017, Zhang et al. [105]

Mixture of 3% lanthanum,
75% PMN, and 25% PT;

two-step
hot-pressing method.

As the temperature
increased, the half-wave

voltage increased from 200
to 400 V.

The electro-optic
coefficient increased with

an increase
in temperature.

The ferroelectric
preparation process and
transmittance could be

controlled by temperature.

2018, Samanta et al. [104] Mixture of 69 ppm Fe3+

and 78 ppm Nb5+; sol–gel.

Conductivity increased by
two orders of magnitude

as the sample changed
from 100 Hz to 1 MHz.

Conductivity was
proportional to frequency.

The conductivity could be
controlled by controlling

the magnitude of
the frequency.

2018, Wang et al. [106] PMN-PT/CFO thin films;
sol–gel spin coating.

The temperature rose from
650 to 730 degrees Celsius;

the leakage current
decreased from 97.54

to 40.59.

The ferroelectric
properties decreased with
an increase in the ratio of

CFO to PMN-PT and
increased with an increase

in temperature.

The coupling effect
between the ferroelectric

phase and the
ferromagnetic phase was

observed, which will pave
the way for the
preparation of

multifunctional crystals in
the future.

2021, Ze et al. [97]

PMN-PT ceramic
materials doped with Sm;

two-step
sintering method.

When the Sm doping
amount increased from 0

to 2%, the PMN-PT
decreased from 3.15

to 3.05 eV.

When there was Sm
doping, it affected the size

of the
electro-optic coefficient.

The optical power could
be controlled by

doping Sm.

At this stage, electro-optic transparent ceramics are mainly used in electro-optic
modulators, high-speed electro-optic switches, and ultrasonic transducers. Next, we will
analyze these devices in detail. Firstly, using the electronically controlled refraction effect in
the electro-optical material, the electro-optical transparent ceramic is prepared as an electro-
optical modulator, in which the basic parameters such as the frequency and phase of the
light beam can be determined by the characteristics of the electro-optical material. This can
provide higher working accuracy, greater working reliability, and stronger anti-interference
ability. The use of this modulator can minimize the degradation of the optical fiber system
and increase the life of the equipment [107]. In addition, electro-optic transparent ceramics
can also be used in high-speed electro-optic switches. The main working principle is to use
the electronically controlled refractive index of electro-optic materials to adjust and use
optical signals to control the switch. Moreover, the electro-optic material has good light
transmittance, a high electro-optic coefficient, and a low cost, which have a great guiding
effect on the development of electrical components in the future. However, the LiNbO3
crystal is mainly used in the existing electro-optic switch. There are still some defects, and
the process of selecting the crystal axis when transmitting light is more complicated [108].
Moreover, PLZT ceramic materials have small diameters, good dielectric and piezoelectric
properties, and good electromechanical coupling coefficients, which can be used in medical
imaging technology and ultrasonic transducers. After using the transparent optical fiber as
the main component, the size of the material and the damage to the surrounding materials,
such as laser cutting, can be reduced to a limited extent. Additionally, the use of this
material can improve the resolution of the device and increase the working accuracy [109].
Furthermore, this study found that when PMN-PT and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
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materials were mixed, the piezoelectric coefficient was very high. The device’s perovskite
structure with good crystallinity results in better self-powering performance, harvesting
energy from the environment and reducing the cost required for the device. When subjected
to external force, both PMN-PT and PVDF materials generate an electric potential to
maintain the stability of the material and reduce the possibility of fracture [110].

5.2. Scintillation Transparent Nano-Ceramics

A scintillator is a device that can convert high-energy (X, γ) radiation or charged
particles into new materials that emit visible light. According to the shape, composition,
and structure of the scintillator, it can be divided into scintillating glass, scintillating
ceramics, scintillating gas, scintillating crystal, scintillating plastic, etc. Among them,
single-crystal and ceramic scintillators are the most widely used materials, mainly used
in high-energy physics (precision electromagnetic energy), medicine (medical imaging),
industrial applications (CT flaw detection), and stone well detection [111,112]. With the
wide application of scintillating ceramics, scholars have carried out a series of research on
its preparation method, light transmission, and scintillation performance.

In 1895, a German physicist, Lunchen, stumbled upon a flashing light near a tube
coated with barium platinum cyanide while conducting a cathode-ray experiment and
named it an X-ray [113]. In 1896, CaWO4 was first used as an X-ray fluorescent powder for
human body X-ray photography [114]. In 2017, Zhou et al. [115] synthesized Nd3+ activated
SrF2 nanoparticles via the precipitation method and characterized the microstructure
and morphology behavior of Nd3+-doped nanoparticles using X-ray diffraction (XRD),
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), and an energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometer (EDS). They found that the synthesized powders had good sinterability, and
transparent ceramics with a transmittance of about 80% at 1060 nm could be prepared
by vacuum hot-pressing sintering at 800 ◦C for 2 h. In 2018, Yi et al. [116] prepared
(Ca0.94Gd0.06) F2.06 transparent ceramics with Nd3+ content of 0.5–5.0 at.% using the vacuum
hot-pressing sintering method and studied its structure, spectrum, and thermal properties.
It was found that the characteristic absorption peak intensity of the Nd3+ ion increases
linearly with the increase in its content. With an increase in Nd3+ content from 0.5 at.% to
5.0 at.%, the measured life dropped dramatically from 484.9 µs to 47.8 µs. In addition, they
also found that the thermal properties of the ceramics were closely related to temperature
and Nd3+ concentration. Chen et al. [117] prepared Ce, Mg:LuAG transparent ceramics
(Ce concentration of 0.025–0.3 at.% and Mg concentration of 0.2 at.%) using the solid-
phase method and studied the effect of Ce content on its light transmittance. As shown
in Figure 17, Figure 17a represents the transmittance of six samples of varying content.
They discovered that with a Ce content of 0.1 at.%, the transmittance of six Ce3+ samples
sintered at 510 nm was close to 71%. Mg:LuAG ceramics had the best properties, as shown
in Figure 17b. In Figure 17c, it can be observed that the absorption bands of Ce3+ increase
gradually at 345 nm and 445 nm after annealing. In 2019, Hostasa et al. [118] investigated
the effects of three sintering aids (MgO, CaO, and TEOS) on the densification and optical
properties of Ce:GGAG transparent ceramics. The experimental results showed that the
three additives tested increased the density of Ce:GGAG after sintering, but only TEOS
provided sufficient densification to result in transparency. In 2020, Trofimova et al. [119]
studied the radioluminescence (RL) properties of Lu3Al5O12:Ce(LuAG:Ce) single-crystal
and transparent polycrystalline ceramics at a high temperature of 600 ◦C. The results
showed that the CE3+ comprehensive RL strength of a single crystal increased by 1.4 times
from RT-450 ◦C. Polycrystalline ceramics increased by 1.9 times from room temperature to
300 ◦C, i.e., LuAG:Ce scintillators can be used effectively over a wide temperature range.
Bartosiewicz et al. [118] studied the growth process, crystal composition, and optical and
scintillation properties of the Lu3Al5O12:La (La = 0–0.45%) single crystal. They found
that La doping significantly reduced the flashing afterglow of the LuAG:La crystal and
increased the flashing output. Representative studies on transparent scintillating ceramics
from recent years are summarized in Table 4.
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Mg:LuAG ceramics with different Ce contents [117]. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [117].
Copyright 2018, copyright ScienceDirect.

Compared with those from a single crystal, LuAG-based scintillating ceramics have
the advantages of low preparation temperature, simple process, and low cost, and have im-
portant application prospects and development potential. Many scholars have continuously
advanced their research work on the preparation, processing technology, and parameters
of Lu3Al5O12(LuAG) doped with luminescent ions to provide an important reference basis
for the design and preparation of new components of LuAG-based scintillating ceramics.
At present, rare earth ion doping (Ce3+, Pr3+, etc.) is a kind of scintillating material with
active research. This kind of material is mainly prepared by the precipitation method,
and there is much research on its performance indexes (optical yield, energy resolution,
radiation damage resistance, etc.). However, the amount of sinter used in the preparation
of transparent ceramics and the amount of doped luminous ions are seldom studied, which
should be the focus of future research work.
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Table 4. Summary of scintillation transparent nano-ceramics described in the text grouped by
publication year.

Year, Authors Powder and Fabrication Findings Performance Remarks

2017, Zhou et al. [115]

99.9% strontium nitrate
hydrate, 99.9%

neodymium nitrate
hydrate, and 99.9%
potassium fluoride

hydrate; the chemical
precipitation method.

SrF2 nanoparticles with
Nd3+ doping

concentrations up to
2 mol% kept a single cubic

fluoride structure.

The synthesized powder
could prepare transparent

ceramics with a
transmittance of about

80% at 1060 nm.

Nd3+ was successfully
introduced into the SrF2

lattice, making it possible
to use this material

to make
transparent ceramics.

2018, Yi et al. [116]
Nd:(Ca0.94Gd0.06)2.06 nano

powder; deionized
water coprecipitation

As the Nd3+ content
increased from 0.5 to 5.0,

the measured lifetime
dropped sharply from

484.9 µs to 47.8 µs.

The transparent ceramic
had high transparency

and an almost non-
porous microstructure.

The thermal conductivity
of Nd:(Ca0.94Gd0.06)F2.06
transparent ceramics was

better than that of
traditional laser glass, and

transparent ceramic is a
promising laser material.

2019, Hostaša et al. [118]

Industrial oxide powder,
0.3% Ce:

GGAG,Ce0.009Gd2.991-
Al2Ga3O12 ceramic

sample.

At 1250 ◦C, the formation
of the GGAG phase could

be observed. This
corresponds to the

increase in shrinkage
observed above 1200 ◦C,

with the optimum
at 1430 ◦C.

TEOS was determined to
be the most suitable

sintering aid in the tests,
providing the highest

sample density and clarity.

The optimum amount of
sintering aid and the

corresponding sintering
cycle should be

further investigated.

2020, Trofimov et al. [119]

High-purity (99.99%)
starting material and

0.5% tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS);
the coprecipitation

method.

The Ce3+ comprehensive
RL strength of single

crystal increased 1.4 times
from RT-450 ◦C, while

polycrystalline ceramics
increased 1.9 times from

room temperature
to 300 ◦C.

Both single-crystal and
polycrystalline ceramics

exhibited high optical
transparency up to

about 2.5 eV.

The LuAG:Ce scintillator
could adapt to a wide

temperature range and
could be applied to

many occasions.

2020,
Bartosiewicz et al. [120]

Mixure of 4 N-purity
Lu2O3, Al2O3, and La2O3
oxides; the µ-PD method

using RF
induction heating.

With the increase in La
content, the main

luminescence in the UV
region gradually moved
from 330 nm to 295 nm.

Lu3Al5O12 produced
strong luminescence in the

deep ultraviolet
spectral range

LuAG: La doping
significantly reduced the
scintillation afterglow of

LuAG: La crystals.
Therefore, it is possible to
generate new scintillators

in the deep
ultraviolet range.

5.3. Summary

With the in-depth research on transparent nano-ceramics, electro-optic and scintilla-
tion transparent nano-ceramics have also been found to have great application prospects.
The hot-pressing two-step approach and sol–gel spin-coating method are two commonly
utilized preparation procedures for the former. The compactness of ceramic materials can
be considerably improved by sintering mixed oxide during the preparation process. The
temperature and electric field strength, for example, have an effect on the transmittance of
optoceramics, according to the current study. However, one of the next important research
topics will be how to manage these parameters to change the transmittance of optoce-
ramic materials. Scintillating transparent nano-ceramics, on the other hand, have a wide
range of applications in the medical field, physics, and industry due to their scintillation
function. The majority of scintillation transparent ceramics research now focuses on the
preparation method, powder size, material characteristics, and so on. Following a review
of the literature, it was discovered that the majority of scintillation transparent ceramics are
made using the co-precipitation process, with scintillation qualities increasing via doping
with scintillation ions (mostly rare earth ions Ce3+, Pr3+, etc.). Furthermore, the specific
application of scintillation transparent ceramics and how to improve the transparency of
ceramics (through a reasonable sintering method) and light output (through the doping of
luminescent ions) will be the research direction and technical difficulties of the future.
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6. Discussion
6.1. Effect of the Particle Diameter on Fabrication

Figure 18 shows the average particle diameter of nano powders in the reviewed trans-
parent nano-ceramics. As depicted in Figure 18, the average particle diameter ranges from
50 to 1000 nm, and the average is close to 150 nm. At present, most of the existing powders
are of nano scale. Further reducing the particle diameter means that the manufacturing
cost of powder is increased. For example, by laser reprocessing, the particle diameter of
commercial powder can be further reduced, resulting in the desired specific surface areas.
This is because polycrystalline transparent ceramics need to reach a relative density of
more than 99.9%; that is, the porosity should be less than 1/10,000. It is difficult to elim-
inate these micropores via the conventional sintering process because the pores trapped
in the crystal during grain growth are very difficult to discharge by diffusion at the end
of sintering. Therefore, it is necessary to use ultra-fine nano powder with high purity and
high activity and to adopt a multistage sintering process or sintering for a long time under
low temperatures and a vacuum to eliminate pores.
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6.2. Relationship between Nano Powders and Performance

According to the types of materials, transparent nano-ceramic materials are mainly
divided into metal oxides and non-metal oxides [2]. Transparent nano-ceramics based on
metal oxide materials mainly include those based on alumina (Al2O3), magnesia (MgO),
zirconia (ZrO2), yttria (Y2O3), lutetia (Lu2O3), and other oxides. Transparent nano-ceramics
based on non-metal oxide materials mainly include those based on AlON and AlN, sialon
and silicon nitride (Si3N4), and fluoride. To meet the needs of different scenarios, the re-
quired nano-transparent ceramic functional materials can be prepared by selecting different
nano powder. For example, in order to solve lighting applications, alumina (Al2O3)-based
nano-powders can be selected for sintering. To meet the requirements of the gain medium of
high-powered lasers, doped YAG transparent nano-ceramics are generally selected. There-
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fore, by selecting different types of nano powders for preparation, we can obtain different
types of transparent nano-ceramics. For example, some need to have high-temperature
resistance, and some need to have a magneto-optical effect. Judging from the existing re-
search on transparent nano-ceramics, those based on alumina (Al2O3) are popular research
topics and have also been used in commercial applications that are closely related to the
chemical and physical properties of Al. In addition, the doping of rare earth elements can
significantly improve the performance of transparent nano-ceramics. The most typical
example is the doping of rare earth elements in YAG transparent nano-ceramics, which
can significantly improve their performance. Additionally, the Verdet constant of TAG
transparent nano-ceramics can be changed by adding rare earth elements.

6.3. Comparison of Different Sintering Methods

At present, the main sintering methods for preparing transparent nano-ceramics
include HP, vacuum sintering, HIP, SPS, and microwave sintering. HP sintering is a high-
pressure, low-strain-rate powder metallurgy process in which the creep process of sintering
is controlled by applying heat and pressure. Due to the simultaneous application of force
and heat, transparent nano-ceramics can thus be prepared at relatively low temperatures
and achieve the desired density. High pressure can inhibit grain growth and induce plastic
deformation to eliminate pores in grains, so the sintering mechanism under high pressure
is completely different from that under normal pressure. Vacuum sintering belongs to the
method of pressureless sintering. In a vacuum environment, a pressure difference is formed
between the inside of the ceramic and the outside world, which helps the discharge of
pores, reduces the porosity of the ceramic, makes the grains grow, and forms a high-density
ceramic material. Vacuum sintering has the advantages of simple operation, low cost,
and high production efficiency. It is currently the most widely used transparent ceramic
sintering technology. Some oxide-based ceramic materials, such as rare-earth-doped YAG,
Y2O3 and Al2O3, and other transparent nano-ceramic ceramic materials, can be prepared by
vacuum sintering. For the traditional sintering process, HIP is a key step in the preparation
of transparent nano-ceramics with high light transmittance, which can reduce the porosity
inside the material and thus maximize the material density. To reduce manufacturing costs,
HIP is usually used as the last step in the two-step sintering methods (HP + HIP sintering;
vacuum sintering + HIP sintering).

The SPS method is a new technique for heating and sintering by directly passing
a pulse current between the nano-powder particles. Compared with the HIP method
or the HP method, it has the distinctive features of a fast heating rate, short sintering
time, controllable structure, energy savings, and environmental protection. In addition,
since the sintering of transparent nano-ceramic materials requires the consideration of
various factors, the SPS method can also be easily combined with optimization, such as
doping of sintering aids, which makes its application range larger. During the microwave-
sintering process, the processing material heats up very quickly, which can be carried out
at low sintering temperatures and short sintering times to obtain nano-ceramics with high
transparency. In contrast, microwave sintering has the advantages of a short fabrication
time and low processing cost.

6.4. Relationship between Nano Ceramic Materials and Biomedicine

Nano-ceramics have been successfully employed in medical diagnoses (nano biosen-
sors, nano bioimaging) and medical therapy (nano drug loading, nano biomedical ma-
terials, nano biocompatible organs) due to their unique sensing and biological proper-
ties. Especially, nanoceramics have great application prospects in the manufacture of
biocompatible organs (artificial organs, artificial blood vessels, and artificial bones) [121].
Abe et al. [122] evaluated the biocompatibility of several nano-ceramic particles (TiO2,
In2O3, ITO, Y2O3: Eu, and CuO) with bone cells, tumor cells, and hepatocytes. The results
showed that the nanoparticles could be safely used in industrial and biomedical appli-
cations. Manonmani et al. [123] found that a novel nano triphasic bioceramic composite
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could effectively improve the corrosion resistance and surface cell activity of orthopedic
implants. Traditional medical materials and artificial organs and tissues made of various
conventional materials have limited compatibility with the patient’s body in clinical use, so
it is difficult to fundamentally solve the disease in the patient’s body. Nano-scale materials
have good biocompatibility, which means they fit the structure of cells in the human body
to a high degree and can successfully avoid problems such as postoperative trauma and
infection [124]. At present, transparent nano-ceramics biocompatibility research and devel-
opment is still limited, and there is still a long way to go before they are widely used in
clinical practice. Furthermore, nanoparticles’ high compatibility and degradability with
blood tissue will be a long-term study focus in the future.

7. Outlook

Transparent nano-ceramics are a new class of materials, and various preparation
strategies have been developed, especially using nano-powders, to obtain them with
various compositions and properties to meet the needs of different applications. Here,
we reviewed the research progress and potential applications of mainstream transparent
nano-ceramics. In the future, the development of transparent nano-ceramics and their
potential applications are anticipated as follows:

(1) For the preparation of transparent nano-ceramics, high-purity and high-quality nano
powder is very important, especially the average particle diameter of nano powder.
At present, in the existing literature, many studies use the nano powder of commercial
companies to prepare them, and the average particle diameter ranges from 50 to
100 nm (the average of 150 nm). However, in order to prepare high-quality transparent
nano-ceramics, it is necessary to pretreat the existing nano powders, such as further
improving the sintering activity of nano powders and reducing the average diameter
of particles through laser processing or other methods, so that the light transmittance
can be improved after the subsequent fabricating process.

(2) The preparation of transparent nano-ceramics via new sintering technologies, such
as spark plasma sintering and laser sintering, is still in the exploratory stage. The
existing research on these sintering technologies is mainly based on experiments,
and there is a lack of theoretical research to clarify the action mechanism of micro
defects in the sintering process, especially to establish the thermodynamics and
kinetics of sintering reaction. In addition, with the background of carbon peak and
carbon neutralization, reducing the sintering temperature and sintering in a lower
temperature range to obtain transparent nano-ceramics with excellent properties is
still an important research direction in the future.

(3) The preparation of transparent nano-ceramics via new sintering technologies, such
as spark plasma sintering and laser sintering, is still in the exploratory stage. New
sintering processes, such as spark plasma sintering and laser sintering, are continu-
ously being investigated for the preparation of transparent nano-ceramics. Especially,
the laser-induced plasma process, with the advantages of high-power plasma and
an ultrafast laser, has potential for the fabrication of transparent nano-ceramics [125].
However, there is a shortage of theoretical studies to explain the action mechanism of
micro defects in the sintering process and especially to establish the thermodynamics
and kinetics of the sintering reaction in current studies. Furthermore, in consideration
of the carbon peak and carbon neutralization, lowering the sintering temperature and
sintering in a lower temperature range to create transparent nano-ceramics with good
characteristics appears to be an important research direction.

(4) Transmittance is one of the most important indicators for transparent nano-ceramics,
and the microstructure is the most important component determining it. Transparent
nano-ceramic samples supplemented with sintering aids have low porosity, allowing
the grains to tightly fill the space and achieve an excellent microstructure. Different
varieties of transparent nano-ceramics, in general, need different sintering aids. Fur-
thermore, the doping ratio of sintering aids impacts the sintering process, affecting
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the transmittance for the same type of transparent ceramics. In the future, not only
will trials be used to determine the best sintering aid, but computer simulations will
also be used to save time and cost.

(5) The powder particle size, sintering temperature, sintering duration, sintering environ-
ment, sintering pressure, and sintering aids are the primary elements impacting the
sintering of transparent nano-ceramics. Aside from the standard light transmittance
and physical properties, the indicators for evaluating transparent nano-ceramics must
also take into account the manufacturing cost and environmental impact. As a result,
sintering transparent nano-ceramics is an MIMO (multi-input, multi-output) pro-
cess [126,127]. Multi-objective optimization of its preparation process is necessary for
the future, which will help to lower its production costs and environmental impact.

(6) Finally, theoretical research on transparent nano-ceramics is still in its early stages. For
example, molecular dynamic models are efficient tools for studying the mechanism
of action at the microscopic scale [128,129], which have been used to describe the
microstructures of transparent glass ceramics [130,131]. As a result, researchers must
develop suitable theoretical models to guide and optimize the transparent nano-
ceramic preparation process. Then, the development of transparent nano-ceramic
technology may be more promising if theoretical analysis and experimental results
are combined.
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